60 minutes

€8

2½ hours

Round seven Euro

How many hours are

How many twenty

and ninety cents to

there in one hundred

cent coins are there

the nearest Euro.

and fifty minutes?

in two Euro?

10

90 minutes

45c

Which is longer: one

I have one Euro,

How many seconds

hour or ninety

I spend fifty-five

are there in one and

minutes?

cents on a copybook,

a half minutes?

how much will I have
left?

90 seconds

20

12:30pm

How many five cent

What is half past

Ann buys eight

coins are needed to

noon as a digital

envelopes for forty

make one Euro?

time?

cents. What is the
price of one
envelope?

5c

Quarter to 9

90c

A flight is due to

A DVD costs fifteen

How many days are

land at nine o’clock.

cents. What is the

there in 36 hours?

It is fifteen minutes

cost of 6 DVDs?

early. At what time
will it land?

1½ days

€7

June

A magazine costs

Which is the sixth

Paul goes shopping.

three Euro and fifty

month of the year?

He spends thirty-

cents. What is the

four Euro. He pays

price of two

with a fifty Euro

magazines?

note. How much
change is he given
back?

€16

4 o’clock

35c

If it is quarter to

One metre of ribbon

How many hours are

four now, what will

costs seventy cents.

there in two days?

it be in fifteen

What is the cost of

minutes?

half a metre of
ribbon?

48 hours

78c

Sunday

I buy three stamps

The 1st of January is

A pair of socks costs

at twenty-six cents

on a Monday. What

one Euro and

each. How much do I

day of the week is

twenty-five cent.

spend?

the 7th of January?

What will four pairs
cost?

€5

February

50

Which is the

How many two cent

How many minutes

shortest month of

coins are needed to

are there in one

the year?

make one Euro?

hour?

